
I nd e x

S

Acemoglu, D. 49
Adams, J. N. 79
Aelius Aristides 231, 309
Aemilius Scaurus 37
aggregate/extensive growth 61

GDP
difficulty of establishing Roman

GDP 3–4, 5
distribution of GDP 4
estimating GDP to show light tax

burden 53
in leading and other economies 83
and real incomes 15

and per capita/intensive growth 3–4
agriculture and farming

agricultural learning years lost to army
service 74

bailiffs/vilicus 74
buildings 168–9

villae rusticae 28–9, 169
centuriation and drainage 166–7
climate change/warming increasing

cultivable land and yields 12
commercialization of agriculture as

stimulus to monetization 270–1
empire facilitating expansion 8
farm tenancy see under contract labor
farming confiscated/captured

agricultural land 200
farming as the pride of Roman

citizens 31–2
food production see food and food

production
free workers largely dependent on 127,

128
inelasticity of supply 54

innovations in agriculture 52–3
increasing efficiency of production

61–2, 157–8, 261
irrigation 167–8, 219–20
large population percentage working

the land 246–7
large scale agriculture on estates of the

wealthy 74
linked to land surveying 30–1
literacy and numeracy deployed in

managing large estates 74
political power and agricultural land

reclamation 31
precariousness of agriculture 304
Roman economy dominated by

agriculture and household
production 1

self-sufficiency 38
slave labor 30, 90–1, 92, 100

farm tenancy as alternative to 115,
117

harming free farmers 32
land and the procurement of slaves

31
in managerial roles 74
villae rusticae 30
whether reductions in 105

superiority of agriculture over
manufacturing/commercial
activities 26, 28–9

agrarian approach underlying
Roman economic thought 27

superiority of agriculture from
strategy involving security and
profit 28

villae rusticae 28–9
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tools and machinery 169–70
transport infrastructure 168
treatises and sources on agriculture 26,

29, 293
urbanization as indicator of increased

relative share of non-agrarian
sector 3

usury supplementing agricultural
income 30

water rights 116
Agrippa 38
air pollution

atmospheric lead pollution 3,
200–1

preserved pollution as data for
assessing Roman economic
performance 2

Akerlof, George 302
Allen, Robert 125–6
Amigues, S. 157
Ammianus Marcellinus 147
amphorae for transport see under transport
Ancient Economy, The (Finlay)

242
Andreades, A. M. 232
Andreau, J. 123, 282
animals

animal power 144–5
livestock bones showing size of cattle

158
as relevant data for assessing Roman

economic performance 2
livestock see under food and food

production
used for transport see under transport

annona system 339–41, 347
anonymous exchanges 48
Apologia (Apuleius) 186
Appian 32
apprenticeships 75–7, 125

age of apprentices 76
duration of apprenticeships 76
fee-paid apprenticeships 77
freeborn women in apprenticeship,

absence of 79
reasons for apprenticeships

75–6
slaves as apprentices 76–7, 91

female slaves in apprenticeship
79–80

wages 76–7
approaching the Roman economy 1–18

causation 7–16
ecology see ecology
markets and violence see markets

and violence
understanding the Roman economy

2, 12–16
comparison 5–7

focusing on the same period 5, 7
focusing on the same space 5–6, 7
focusing on same type of social

formation 6–7
defining the Roman economy

typical pre-modern economy 1
understanding Roman economic

history 2
performance see performance of the

Roman economy
Apuleius 182, 186
Aretaeus 181
Aristotle

concept of value 26
origin of money 36
slaves

difference between free workers and
slaves 32

men born to be masters or slaves 30,
32, 37

slaves as objects 31
army

agricultural learning years lost to army
service 74

citizenry in army for many years 200
debt-bondage abolition 99
disbanding of formal army 341
food supply dependent on distribution

of grain/taxes 255
formal education 79
and labor force

free labor in army service
contributing to labor scarcity
98–9, 103, 104, 187–8

free labor market thickening as
professional army replaced
military levy 188
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army (cont.)
withdrawing rural labor affecting

surplus production 262
military wages 126–8

paid in coins 266, 268
mining operations

prospecting by specialists attached to
army 142

surveillance of 200–1
mobilization problems 262
monetization, as stimulus to 268–9
provisions 310
roads, importance of 223, 229, 230
size of Roman army forcing

opponents to borrow/raise taxes
201

slaves serving in military support
functions 90

Artemidorus 192
Atticus 78
Augustine 80, 179–80
Augustus 38–9, 126, 139, 235–6

citizenship 27–8
financial requirements to enter senate

37
grain handout 289, 296
marble trade 289
money system 272, 274, 275
piracy 226
statistics 33

Aurelius Appianus 121–3
Ausonius Mosella 147, 163
autonomy 46

of slaves 100

Bagnall, R. S. 74
Bailey, Mark 7
Bang, Peter 6, 9, 300–1, 313
banking 266, 281–3

and credit 279–83
in decline 271, 283
deposits 281
innovation and flexibility 282–3
reputation of bankers 282
as special type of credit institution 281
see also money and finance

baths 149–50
bespoke production 183–4, 186

Billiard, R. 159–60, 171
Bodin, Jean 36
Booth, Alan 77–8
Bradley, Keith 75, 76, 79
Brun, J.-P. 163
Brutus 205–7, 279
Bücher, K. 242
building and construction industry see

under contract labor;
manufacturing

building materials as relevant data for
assessing Roman economic
performance 2

cabotage 225, 288, 355
Caird, James 168–9
Cambridge Economic History of the

Greco-Roman World (CEHGRW)
16, 50, 198–9

canals see under transport
Caracalla 127
Carlsen, J. 74
Cassius Dio 38, 272
Cato

agriculture 157, 164, 293
costs of transporting an oil press

221, 224
wine making 162

concept of saving 29
engaging in trade and lending 29–30

underwriting ships 234–5, 280–1
treatment of slaves 72

census
extended to entire Roman empire 33
of people and property 27, 37

only landed property qualifying for
the census 28

Roman Egypt household census
returns 74, 321–2

Servian census 267
slavery 90, 91–2, 93, 94
as tool of government 208

ceramics and pottery 137–8, 141, 212,
251, 293

amphorae see under transport
ceramic finds 3

as archaeological evidence of
economic systems 336–8
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sons learning pottery from their
fathers 75

shipping containers and tableware see
under shipping

chattel slavery see under slavery
children

apprenticeships see apprenticeships
differences of social class 73
education in the cities 75
employed as laborers 123
enslavement of abandoned or sold

children 93
formal education

army 79
class of the magister 77–8
fee-paid apprenticeships 77
literary and rhetorical education for

the elite 77
guardianship of orphans 10
levels of investment in education and

training 73
liberi to set children apart from slaves,

termed as 32
status 33
traditional learning from parents and

family 73–5
young children suited to light tasks 73

China 5, 6
chirographa/sungraphae, payments by

277–8
Cicero

benefits of peace and security 34
builders 180–1
chirographa or sungraphae, payments by

277–8
loans 280
not attaching excessive importance to

money 39
orations 28
payment for house 276
permutatio, transfers by 277
produce/fruits, duty on 292
publicani, conduct and operations of

205–7, 210
shipping 225
slavery as a blessing to the slave 32
taxation 204
trade 310

cities
human capital and urbanization see

under human capital and
economic growth

urbanization see urbanism and
urbanization

citizenship 27–8
right to citizenship lost 27–8

Clark, G. 65
Claude, Dietrich 335, 352
Claudius 231–2, 280, 281
clay 137–8
climate change 5

climate instability 12
climate optimum sustaining

production and productivity
growth 13

correlation with population growth
11–12

warming/precipitation having
positive effect on population
growth 12, 14

evidence that Roman Empire matured
during a warm period 12

precipitation levels 11–12
Coase, R. H. 176, 212
Cohen, David 189
coins and coinage

bronze coins
as fiduciary money 266
first bronze coins and pre-weighed

bars 267
as local currency 275

circulation of coins 275–6
concept of coinage 266
conducive to trade 8
as consequence of Rome’s expansion

into Italy 266
exchange of coins between different

monetary systems 266
gold coinage 271
gold standard 271
link between increased supply of

precious metals/secular price rises
36

monetary manipulation and political
disintegration 271–2

precious metals for 133–4, 135
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coins and coinage (cont.)
production of coins and monetization

267–8
as relevant data for assessing Roman

economic performance 2
monetization through coinage as

index of economic development
3

silver coinage 272–3
denarii 267, 271, 272–3, 274, 276
drachms 267, 272
increased 267
introduced 201
loss of confidence in 271
reductions in weight and fineness

271
silver standards 273

transitions between barter and
commerce 36, 272

see also money and finance
collegia see professional associations/collegia
coloni 119–20
colonization schemes 201, 202
Columella

agriculture 157
cereal yields 159
food processing 170
fruit packing/storage 164
harvest 254–5
lacking both students and teachers

75, 79
treatises 29, 293
villa economies 270
vines and yields 159, 162

bailiffs/vilicus 74
concept of saving/productive spending

29
deploring slave labor 31–2

command behaviour 46–7
Commodus 136
comparative advantage 55–60

extensions of basic theory 58–9
opportunity cost 56–7
production possibility frontier 55–8

connectivity 5, 231, 304–5
physical connectivity and diverse

micro-ecologies 5
world-systems theory 5

Constantine 136
farm tenancy 118–19, 121
money system 271–2
taxation of commercial activities 29

construction and building industry see
under contract labor;
manufacturing

consumer goods 256–7
seasonal production 125
as relevant data for assessing Roman

economic performance 2
contextual incentives/disincentives to

economic activity 3
contract labor 114–28

construction and other industries
123–5

manufacturing 124–5
private building 123–4
public building 124

farm tenancy 115–21
adapting leases to provide greater

security/incentives to tenants
117–19

coloni 119–20
customary rents 118–19, 121
farm lease as a valid contract 116
legal aspects 115–21
legal authorities’ response to 116,

117–19, 121
relationship between landowners

and tenants 120–1
representing broad range of

relationships 115
sharecropping 116–17, 119–20, 259
state-owned land management

119–20
terms of farm leases 116

income levels and distribution of
wealth in Roman Empire
114–15

vast class of people engaging in wage
labor 114

impact of population growth 114
wage labor

Appianus’ estate 121–3
construction industry 123–4
levels of remuneration on estates

122–3
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manufacturing sector 124–5
occasional workers 122–3

welfare of workers 125–8
military wages 126–8
purchasing power of wages 125–6
significance of purchasing power for

determining relative prosperity
127–8

contribution of economics 45–69
comparative advantage see comparative

advantage
economic growth see economic

growth
markets 45–6

definitions of markets 47–8
division of individual behaviour 46
identification problem 49–50
main forms of integration in the

human economy 46
New Institutional Economics 49

principles of economics 45
supply and demand see supply and

demand
Corpus Iuris 26
Corrupting Sea (Horden/Purcell) 219
Crassus 78–9
credit see under money and finance
customary behaviour 46–7
customs duties and transit tolls 59, 232–3

customs registers 27
evidence of oppression and abuse

232–3
harbour taxes 232
negative effects of taxes not significant

233
produce/fruits, duty on 292
publicans collecting customs 203
reckoned in denarii 274
tolls as contextual incentives/

disincentives to economic activity
3

value of trade 290–1

D’Arms, John 234
De Agri Cultura (Cato) 72, 221
De Re Rustica (Columella) 29, 293
De Re Rustica (Varro) 29, 72, 293
De Sena, E. C. 293–4

debt-bondage 107
abolition 99, 102

declining marginal product of labor 62
defining the Roman economy 1–2

typical pre-modern economy 1
understanding Roman economic

history 2
DeLaine, Janet 124, 251–2
demographic change see population and

demographic change
dendrophoroi 140, 145
Dickson, Adam 157, 159
diet

births rising with income as nutrition
rises 63–5

diverse nature of Greek and Roman
diet 160

evidence of 4
fruit, importance of 165
grain based 62
improvements in 62
nutrition and health see under physical

wellbeing
see also food and food production

Digest see under laws
Dio Chrysostom 250, 255–6
Diocletian 30–1, 76

Edict of Maximum Prices 78, 84, 94,
126

freight-rates by sea and land 221,
222, 224

textiles 250
money system 271–2

Diodorus Siculus 135, 136
diseases and epidemics

absence of pandemics assisting
economic expansion 13

Antonine plague 54, 62, 66–7, 114,
127, 134, 202, 243

Black Death 11, 65–7, 98, 125–6,
326–7

and demographic contraction 11
epidemics reducing population 11,

13, 14–15, 65, 66–7, 114, 243
lower population densities and

lighter disease loads 326
epidemics interfering with economic

activities 14–15
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diseases and epidemics (cont.)
farmers’ numbers decreased by

Antonine and Justinian plagues
54

malaria 72–3, 82, 184–5, 324, 329
post-Roman period 323–4
stature, dental and bone health as

indicators of disease 4
urbanization

boosting density-dependent diseases
15

increasing transmission of infectious
diseases 4, 82

wages, impact on see under wages
Domergue, C. 135
Domitian 127, 162, 213
Drinkwater, J. F. 249
Duncan-Jones, R. 222, 226, 257

Easterlin, R. 83
ecology 10–12

climate change see climate change
interaction of economy and

demography 10–11
relationship between economic and

demographic growth 10–11
structural demographic features 10

economic growth 60–9
Hopkins’ taxes-and-trade model of the

Roman economy 60, 223–4
and human capital see human capital

and economic growth
intensive and extensive growth 61
Malthusian model 62

relation between wages and
birth/death rates 63–7

technological change 67–9
meaning of economic growth 60–1
measuring 61
and population see under population

and demographic change
see also supply and demand

economic integration
constraints of pre-industrial

technology as obstacles to market
integration 212–13

main forms of integration in the
human economy 46

level of integration under Pax Romana
212–13

and monetary consolidation 275–6
reciprocity, redistribution and

exchange as main forms of
integration 46

and state power 13, 34
trade producing economic integration

34
tribute and rent collection driving

economic integration 8–9
as yardstick of economic development

8
whether trade driven by comparative

advantage or power relations 8–9
economics

approach to economics see
approaching the Roman
economy

contribution of economics see
contribution of economics

economic growth see economic
growth

economic integration see economic
integration

economic thought see Roman
economic thought

Economy of Cities, The ( Jacobs) 81
education

as aid to economic activity 49
apprenticeships see apprenticeships
basic skills of literacy and numeracy as

a positive influence on
productivity 77

children’s education see under children
cities facilitating education 80–1
formal education 77–9

army 79
class of the magister 77–8
estimate of level 83–4
fee-paid apprenticeships 77
impact of formal education/

investment in human capital on
the economy 82–3

literary and rhetorical education for
the elite 77, 84

paedagogium/training school for
young slaves 78–9
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prerequisite for sustained growth 83
providing foundation for new

knowledge and technological
advances 71

Roman education levels
estimate of education levels 83–4
exceeding those of previous/later

societies 71–2, 73, 82–3
investment in basic education in the

empire 84–5
Egypt, Roman

apprenticeship 75, 77, 125
contracts dominated by weaving

and cloth production 77
female slaves in apprenticeship

79–80
freeborn women in apprenticeship,

absence of 79
census returns on composition of

households 74, 321–2
cost of wet nurses and food for

newborns 73
currency 274–5
development 50
farm tenancy/wage labor 115, 116,

119, 120
Aurelius Appianus’ estate 121–3

heads of households 74
literacy and numeracy deployed in

managing large estates 74
manufacturing 125
marble quarries 139, 142, 247, 289
mining 134, 140–1, 142
oppression and abuse by customs

officials 232–3
as post-Roman economy 346, 351
pottery 137
slavery 90, 91–2, 93, 94
transfers of debt-claims 278–9
transport

canal transport 222
and economic opportunities 235–7
pack animals for transport 219–20
road travel 230

wages
and price data 66–7, 114
purchasing power of wages 126

elasticity of price 51

inelastic demand curve 51, 54
infinitely elastic demand curve 51, 54
unitary elasticity 51

elite/ruling class
commercial activities 234–5

elite borrowing 279
elite lending 279–80, 281, 282
expansion of economic activities

into commercial ventures 9
emergence of empire-wide city-based

ruling class 3
enrichment

disproportionate elite enrichment 4,
14

empire creating opportunities 13
stability allowing the accumulation

of assets 14
landowning elite 257–60, 312

flow of spending power from land
to urban sectors one way 259–60

residing and spending income in
towns and cities 258–9, 270

ruralization of landowning elites
263

volume of production controlled by
upper layer of landowners 257–8

in post-Roman economies 341–2
rent-seeking elites 210, 211–12

access to economic resources
regulated by factional conflict
213

demands for rent 8, 9
revenue processing 8–9

temporary migration 184–5
employment see labor
energy generation 142–52

fuels see fuels
human muscle power 143–4
solar radiation 143
sources of power 142–3
water-power 141

hydraulic mining techniques 147–8
opencast mining, use of water in

147
water-lifting wheel 145–6
water mills 3, 146–7, 170–1
water-powered saws 147

wind 148–9
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epidemics see diseases and epidemics
epigraphy see funerary

dedications/epigraphy
Erdkamp, Paul 159, 299, 313
exchange, market see under markets
extensive growth see aggregate/extensive

growth

families see households and families
farming see agriculture and farming; food

and food production; tax-farming
finance see money and finance
Finley, M. I.

ceramics 336
cities 242
economy one of markets 296
‘new orthodoxy’ 25
social status 234
transport 223, 224, 230, 234, 237

Flavii Apiones 122
Fogel, Robert 72
food and food production 156–72

commercialization, urban markets and
trade 160–6, 288

affluence of ordinary citizens and
import of cheap staple foods
160–1

condiments and spices 161–2, 290
fruit 163–5
meat and fish 163, 292
olive oil 161, 165–6, 212, 292, 294
wine production 161, 162–3, 166,

171, 212, 292–3
economic growth

improving access to foodstuffs 4
increasing incomes resulting in

enhanced food 62
food processing 170–2

ham and cheese 172
importance of food processing and

preservation 170–1
salting 171–2
wine production 171

food provisioning by the state 288–9
food supply of Rome/army

dependent on distribution of
grain/taxes 255

grain handouts 288–9, 296–7

oil handouts 289, 294, 297
food remains as evidence of diet 4
population engaged in food

production 253
food-producing and

non-food-producing labor 268
state, infrastructure and subsidiary

industries: drainage, irrigation,
tools 166–70

centuriation 166–7
importance of drainage 167
irrigation 167–8, 219–20
tools and machinery 169–70
transport infrastructure 168

supply and demand 50–1, 53
techniques, agronomic expertise and

productivity 157–60
agricultural innovations 52–3:

increasing efficiency of
production 61–2, 157–8, 261

fodder crops 158
livestock 158
manure 158, 159
sources for ancient agriculture 157
viticulture 159–60
yields 159–60

wheat/grain
costs of storage and transportation

305
grain handouts 288–9, 296–7
grain trade 60, 292, 304–8: and high

transaction costs 59
importance of grain 307
prices 53–4, 60, 183, 184, 292, 305
production increased 52–3
storage of grain 292
transport of see under transport
as tribute 58
yields 159

workshops/officinae for preparing/
serving luxurious foods 75

see also diet
formal education see under education
formalist and/or modernist perspectives

7–8, 9–10, 25
Fortunatus 163
Frier, Bruce 16, 74
Friesen, S. J. 114–15
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fuels 149–51
charcoal 150
coal 149, 150–1
dried animal dung 149, 150
firewood 139–40, 149–50, 152
olive pits 149, 150
Roman economy dependent on

organic fuels 1, 151
funerary dedications/epigraphy

artisans 179
craftsmen 75
builders 181
epigraphy as evidence of longevity

323–4
freedmen 94, 181
membership of professional

associations 191–2
women 80

furniture manufacture see under
manufacturing

Galen 91
Gallienus 118
GDP see under aggregate/extensive

growth
Geertz, Clifford 302
gems and precious stones 137, 142
Geraghty, R. M. 60
Germanicus 274
gladiators 81–2
glass see under raw materials
gold 133–4, 135, 142, 147–8, 152, 200–1

coin production 266, 268
gold standard 271
goldsmiths 186

Goldewijk, Geertje Klein 325–6
Goodchild, H. 159
governors’ reports 27
graffiti 2
grain/wheat see under food and food

production; transport
Greece

agriculture 157
coinage 266–7
customs dues 232
diet 160
economic thought 26
Greek city-state culture 6–7

Greek slavery compared to Roman
slavery 95

influence on Roman money 266
Gregory of Nyssa 147
Griffin, Miriam 35

Hadrian 119–20, 274
Harper, Kyle 105
Harris, W. V. 283
Hatcher, John 7
Hawkins, Cameron 75, 124–5
health see physical wellbeing
Hobson, J. A. 198
Hodkinson, S. 157
Hollander, D. 269
Hopkins, Keith 9

coins 268
differentiation of labor 81
GDP, estimating 84

estimating GDP to show light tax
burden 53

growth of the Roman economy 71
precariousness of agriculture 304
Rome as a slave society 48
taxes-and-trade model of the Roman

economy 60, 223–4
trading venture costs 234

Horace 74
Horden, Peregrine 142, 219, 225

connectivity 5, 231, 304–5
transport costs 224

households and families
allocation of resources in families 45–6

redistribution 46
census returns on composition of

households from Roman Egypt
74, 321–2

children see children
economic importance of the

family-run enterprise 29, 106
family perceived as an economic

and productive unit 32
large households as largest

productive units in the early
empire 78

large part of the economy
consumed without entering the
market 299, 312
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households and families (cont.)
Roman economy dominated by

household production 1
rural households as productive units

254
family and household structures 10
head of the household as

manager/administrator 29
income-tax returns 37

householding 46, 48
luxurious lifestyle of the grand domus

79
peasant households held back by

restraints of high mortality
society 74

slavery
domestic service 252
large households having enough

slave staff for paedagogia 78–9, 80
placed within legal framework of

the familia 32
see also slavery
treatises on household administration

26
women see women

human capital and economic growth
71–85

apprenticeships see apprenticeships
comparative assessment of Roman

investment in human capital 82–5
broad formal education as

prerequisite for sustained growth
83

estimate of education levels 83–4
human capital investment

insufficient for technological
innovation 84–5

investment in basic education in the
empire 84–5

formal education see under education
human capital investment protected by

ownership of human chattel 78
human capital in the Roman imperial

economy 72–5
investment in children’s education see

under children
investments in food, clothing and

shelter for slaves 72–3

investments in nutrition and health
enabling labor to produce
72

meaning of human capital 71
slavery allowing fuller exploitation of

female human capital 79–80
urbanization and human capital

80–2
cities encouraging development of

specialization 80–1
cities facilitating education 80–1
cities as population sinks 82
destruction of human capital in the

arena 81–2
urbanization increasing stock of

human capital 15, 80–1
women, labor of 79–80

human muscle power 143–4
human remains

body height as marker of physiological
wellbeing 11, 156,
324–5

demographic information from age
distribution of skeletons
322–3

dental records as evidence of physical
wellbeing 327, 329

developmental stress evidenced by
human skulls 327, 329

human bones as data for assessing
Roman economic performance
2, 325

skeleton remains and distribution of
GDP 4

problems of analysis 325
stature, dental and bone health as

indicators of nutrition and disease
4

see also physical wellbeing
human welfare

health see diseases; diet; physical
wellbeing

peace and security assuring wellbeing
34

relationship with economic
development 4

wellbeing see physical wellbeing
see also inequality
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identification problem 49–50
India 5, 300–1

coconut export 164
compared to the Roman Empire 6
GDP and levels of education 83
human capital from learning from

experience 74
precious stones 137

indigentia 25
inequality

class differences in body height
327

dissatisfaction with growing gap
between rich and poor 34

slavery exacerbating asset and income
inequality in society 4, 14

stability facilitating rising inequality
14

see also human welfare
institutions

‘against nature’ 33
institutions affecting economic activity

49
involvement in economics when

transactions reach a relevant
size/cost 25

promoting trade 59
of Roman rule 5

instrumental behaviour 46–7
integration

economic see economic integration
and manufacturing see under

manufacturing
of provincials in operation of the

empire 210
social integration after manumission

100
intensive growth see per capita/intensive

growth
interest rates 34

see also usury and money-lending

Jacobs, Jane 81
Johnson, S. 49
Jones, A. H. M. 222–3, 224, 335
Jongman, W. 62, 249
Joshel, Sandra 78
Julius Caesar 138, 206, 236, 280

Justinian 241, 242, 347
reconquests 334, 345

Juvenal 34, 293

Kehoe, Dennis 16, 182
Kessler, D. 59, 60

labor
agriculture see agriculture and farming
contract labor see contract labor
declining marginal product of labor

62
measuring marginal product of

labor 62–3
division of labor 302

limited by extent of the market 58
and urbanism see under urbanism

and urbanization
free labor 30
high fertility rates and restricted

female labor participation 10
human capital see human capital and

economic growth
little distinction between free men

compelled to work and slaves
32

occupational inventories 81
rural and urban labor 250–1
slavery see slavery
supply and demand for labor

62–3
transport industry 224–5, 252
urban economy and urbanization see

urbanism and urbanization
women see under women

land
agriculture see agriculture and farming
estates increasing in size 38
land ownership and taxation 36–7
land registry 33
land surveying see land surveying
land use as data for assessing Roman

economic performance 2
status 38

land surveying 30–1
taxation purposes 30–1, 36–7, 208
as tool of government 208

Launaro, Alessandro 115, 117
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law
Code of Justinian 116
consensual contracts 116
as contextual incentives/disincentives

to economic activity 3
contract law and credit 266
customs duties see customs duties and

transit tolls
Digest

concept of value/valet quantum vendi
potest 26

cruelty to slaves punished 33
farm tenancy 115–16
roads 230

economic legislation
Corpus Iuris 26
free of prejudice/moralistic

considerations 26
enactment by state administrative

apparatus 28
farm tenancy see under contract labor
Laws of the Twelve Tables

267
legal system designed to preserve

economic relations 26
petitioning the emperor 117
regulations

conducive to trade 8
of land 38
legal regulations as data for assessing

economic performance 2
ships

limiting size of ships carrying grain
227

restrictions on senators owning
ships 234

slave women’s children, legal status of
93

taxation see taxation
tolls see customs duties and transit tolls
Ulpian’s Life Table 322

lead pollution 3, 200–1
Lefebvre des Noëttes, R. 220–1
Life of Crassus (Plutarch) 78–9
Ligt, Luuk de 116
literacy

as contextual incentive/disincentive to
economic activity 3

literacy and numeracy deployed in
managing large estates 74

literary accounts
as data for assessing Roman economic

performance 2, 335–6
textual accounts providing evidence of

diets 4
livestock see under food and food

production; transport
Livy 31, 197
loans see under money and finance
low-equilibrium trap 13

Machiavelli 198
machines 151

and animal power 144–5, 170
and human muscle power 144
and water-power

water-lifting wheel 145–6
water mills 3, 146–7, 170–1
water-powered saws 147

wine or oil press 170, 221
Maine, Sumner 35
Malaney, P. 82
Malthus, Thomas

demography 11
Malthusian effects/pressures 11, 13,

105, 114, 126
Malthusian model 62

relation between wages and
birth/death rates 63–7

technological change 67–9
manufacturing 175–93

building and construction industry
180–1, 251–2

conflicting evidence about dominant
patterns of industrial organization
175–6

disintegrated production in the
Roman world 178–82

construction industry 180–1
Ephesian metalworking industries

180
industries manufacturing goods in

precious metals 179–80
religious writings evidencing

disintegrated forms of production
179–80
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textile production 181–2
wooden furniture manufacture

139–40, 181, 186
expansion of primary production

encouraging 8
metal-working industry 179–80, 251
specialization and industrial

organization 175, 176–8
integration not preferred response

to growth/occupational
specialization 178

private-order enforcement network
177

transaction costs 176–7
structure of demand and costs of

integration 182–6
particularized consumption among

wealthy consumers 183–4, 186
seasonality 183–6

textile industry 181–2, 248–51
transaction costs and private-order

enforcement in the Roman
world 182–3, 186–93

higher transaction costs leading to
greater incentive to integrate
188

low transaction costs in unskilled
labor markets 187–8

professional associations/collegia see
professional associations/collegia

reputation and fides see reputation
and fides

skilled labor markets and
private-order enforcement
188–93

voluntary associations 187
wage labor 124–5

marble and granite 138–9, 142, 247
transport of see under transport

Marcus Aurelius 81–2, 121
maritime transport see shipping
markets 45–50

allocating resources, important means
of 47

competitive markets 51, 54
definitions

economic definition focusing on
items being sold 47

goods and services that compete
with each other 47–8

popular definition as a place at
which trade is conducted
47

information 305–6
asymmetries 302

market economy 48, 297
comparative contextualization

299–301
empirical objections 298–9
theoretical conflict 301–3

market exchange
extension of market exchange into

Eurasia during Roman period 1
instrumental behaviour

46–7
meaning 46
prices 46

markets and violence 7–10
economic integration see economic

integration
Roman conquest creating

favourable conditions for
production/trade 8

substantivist and formalist
perspectives 7–8, 9–10

whether trade driven by
comparative advantage or by
power relations 8–9

trade extending markets and division
of labor 58, 302

Martin, P. M. 31
Maucourant, J. 123
McCormick, M. 288, 335
medieval economic development 6,

7
Meiggs, R. 140
metals see under raw materials
metalworking industry see under

manufacturing
metallists and nominalists, controversy

between 36
Metamorphoses (Apuleius) 182
migration, temporary 184–6
Miller, J. I. 161
Millett, Paul 189
minerals see under raw materials
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mining
anvil stones 146–7
bullion from mining enabling imports

13
cinnabar 136
copper 133–4, 135
effort-intensive work performed by

slaves 99–100
empire facilitating expansion of 8
evidence of lead pollution reflecting

mining output 3, 200–1
gems and precious stones 137
gold 133–4, 135, 142, 147–8, 152,

200–1, 266, 268
hydraulic mining techniques 147–8
iron 133–4, 135
lead 133–4, 135, 142
Melian earth 136
opencast mining 147
precious metals 133–5
silver 133–5, 142, 200–1, 247, 266,

268
tin 133–4, 135
under military surveillance 200–1
in underdeveloped areas 3, 13

minors see children
modernist perspectives see formalist

and/or modernist perspectives
Mols, Stephan 186
monetization see under money and

finance
money and finance 266–84

banks see banking
coins see coins and coinage
credit 3, 27

and banking see under banking
consumption loans 279
contract law 266
elite borrowing 279
elite lending 279–80, 281, 282
mediation of loans 280–1
nomina 276–7
societates 281, 283
and taxation 204

development of Roman economy
266–7

Greek influence on 266
imperial money 272–6

denarius as top-currency 272–3
development of broad currency

networks 272
monetary consolidation and

economic integration 275–6
regulation of exchange rates

273–5
monetization 267–72

army as stimulus to monetization
268–9

and coin production 267–8
commercialization of agriculture as

stimulus to monetization 270–1
credit money 3
expansion of villa economies as

stimulus to monetization 270–1
extension of monetization into

Eurasia during Roman period 1
monetization through coinage as

index of economic development
3

supported by bullion from
underexploited mines 13

tax and rent demands encouraging
monetization 9, 60

urbanization as stimulus to
monetization 269–70

money beyond cash 276–9
cash-less payments by chirographa or

sungraphae 277–8
cash-less payments by nomina 276–7
cash-less transfer by permutatio 277
loan documents as monetary

instruments 278–9
money-lending see usury and

money-lending
monumentalization 4
Morel, J.-P. 294

natron 136, 140–1, 142
neoclassical economics 25
New Institutional Economics (NIE)

9–10, 49, 198, 302
conceptualising the state as a predator

199–200
rent-seeking 54
transaction costs affected by

institutions 59
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Nicolet, Claude 27, 37, 235, 269
nomina, payments by 276–7
North, Douglass 200, 213–14

institutions and economics 49
rent-seeking elites 210, 212
transaction costs 294

nutrition see diet; physical wellbeing

Oikonomikos (Xenophon) 26
opportunity cost 56–7, 177

negative opportunity cost
224–5

orphans, guardianship of 10
Ottoman Empire 6

paedagogia/training schools for young
slaves 78–9, 80

Palladius 157
papyri

apprenticeship 75–7
clothing 260
landowning surveys 257
leases 116
literacy and numeracy deployed in

managing large estates 74
oppression and abuse by customs

officials 232–3
as relevant data for assessing Roman

economic performance 2
trade in food 172
transport costs 222, 224
wages and prices 114

patronage 35, 101
Paulus 36
Pax Augusta 226, 235
Pax Romana 200

level of integration under 212–13
per capita/intensive growth 61

and aggregate/extensive growth 3–4
demographic growth

curbing potential for intensive
growth 13

Roman economy unable to
overcome demographic
constraints 11

per capita growth in output
encouraging population increases
11

per capita income and per capita
production used interchangeably
61

technological change and per capita
income 67–8

performance of the Roman economy
2–5

economic development and human
welfare, relationship between 4

development of the empirical record
4–5

relevant data to assess economic
performance and its changes 2–3

ambiguous meaning of variations in
quality/quantity of proxies 2–3

convergence of different types of
data indicating general direction
3–4

permutatio, transfers by 277
personal and anonymous exchanges 48
Petronius 279–80
physical wellbeing 321–31

births rising with income as nutrition
rises and younger marriages
feasible 63–6

body height declining under Roman
rule and recovering afterwards
11

diseases see diseases and epidemics
investments in nutrition and health

enabling labor to produce 72
longevity and mortality 321–4

census returns from Roman Egypt
74, 321–2

demographic information from age
distribution of skeletons 322–3

epigraphic evidence 323–4
high rates of attrition implied by

Roman textual record 323
probable range of variation from

other sources 322
seasonal mortality spikes 324

low levels of overall and
health-adjusted life expectancy
10

nutrition and health 324–9
body height as marker of physical

wellbeing 11, 156, 324–5
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physical wellbeing (cont.)
dental records as evidence of

physical wellbeing 327, 329
developmental stress evidenced by

human skulls 327, 329
diminished wellbeing in response to

population pressure 325–7
problems of analysis 325, 329–30
Roman economy not generally

enhancing biological living
standards 330–1

peace and security assuring wellbeing
34

see also diet; human remains
piracy 226, 287
Pirenne, Henri 335, 352, 355
plant remains 2
Plato 26–7, 75
Plautus 161, 186, 281
Pleket, Willy 6, 160
Pliny the Elder

alumen sources 136
deploring slave labor 31–2
large estates ruining Italy 38
lead extraction 135
link between increased supply of

precious metals/secular price rises
36

trade 161
fruit varieties and packing/storage

164, 165
pepper 162

resources flowing to Rome 34
rivers 228
water power 146
wealth deriving from land 28–9
wine 162

Pliny the Younger
canal construction 221–2, 231–2
coastal boat travel 225
education 80
Emperor Trajan 33–4

letters exchanged with 34, 192–3,
221–2, 225, 231–2

expectations about behaviour by
members of associations 192–3

extortion trials 208–9, 213
farm tenants 117

humane treatment of slaves 32
letters as testimony of economic life

34
loans 27, 279–83
not attaching excessive importance to

money 39
small holdings preferred 29
sailing times 225–6
travel 226–7
unusual longevity observed in an

Umbrian town 330
vertical relationships of authority and

submission/indulgentia 35–6
Plutarch 78–9, 236
Polanyi, Karl 35, 296

economics embedded in other
categories 25

main forms of integration in the
human economy 46

political economy 26–7
Polybius 247
pollen data 4
pollution

air pollution as data for assessing
Roman economic performance 2

evidence of lead pollution reflecting
mining output 3, 200–1

Pompey 204, 225
eradicating piracy 226, 287

population and demographic change
2–3

climate change correlation with
population growth 11–12

warming/precipitation having
positive effect on population
growth 12, 14

economic growth
birth rates increasing with higher

incomes 63–6
lower death rate reduced living

standards by increasing
population 65

population growth and reduced
labor costs 104

relation between wages and
birth/death rates 63–7

relationship between economic and
demographic growth 10–11, 61
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technological change increasing
population 67–9

evidence of population growth as
proxy of growing economic
output 2–3

population growth and pressure 10–11
decisive factor in determining

welfare of workers 114, 125
demographic growth raising

Malthusian pressures 13, 330
diminished wellbeing in response to

population pressure 325–7
epidemics, effects of see under

diseases and epidemics
per capita growth in output

encouraging population increases
11

population pressure as incentive to
develop adaptations to sustain
growth 11

pressure on scarce resources 11
stability encouraging demographic

expansion 14
population percentage working the

land 246–7
Roman population

growth in 243
population of Rome 202–3,

297
size uncertain 11, 92, 243
urban population 261–2
slaves, numbers of see under slavery

urbanization as a sign of population
growth 3

ports 228–9
post-Roman economies 334–56

annona system 339–41, 347
ceramic material as evidence of

economic systems 336–8
amphorae distribution patterns

337–8
eastern Mediterranean 334–5, 345–8,

350–1, 352–3
Egypt 346, 351

from eighth century 354–6
Mediterranean heartlands 351–2
north-western Europe 334–5, 341–2,

352

relationship between state and
commercial sectors 339

Rome 348
textual data 335–6
western Mediterranean 334–5, 342–5,

348–50, 353–4
characteristics of post-Roman

economies 343–4
economies in sixth/seventh

centuries characterized by
involution 344–5, 349–50

Justinian reconquests, consequences
of 334, 345

pottery see ceramics and pottery
power see energy generation
pozzolana 139
precious metals 133–5

coin production 268
industries manufacturing goods in

precious metals 179–80
mobilization of 202

precious stones 137, 142
predation 195–214, 299

abduction of the Sabine women
197–9

natural states and rent-seeking, creative
destruction and imperial
hegemony 210–14

predators, stationary bandits and
corporate enterprise 203–10

extortion as feature of imperial
monarchy 208–10

integration of provincials in
operation of the empire 210

publicans/publicani see
publicans/publicani

predatory imperialism and expansion
of Rome 200–3

confiscation and exploitation of
land 200–1

large scale redistribution of wealth
and economic resources 201–3

plunder and raiding as staple of
ancient warfare 200

taxation 201
preoccupation with cultivating firm

fabric of social/political
institutions 198–9
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I nd e x

predation (cont.)
Roman state as predatory war

machine 199–200
prices

in ancient world 50, 53–4, 60
Diocletian’s Price Edict see under

Diocletian
gladiators 81–2
grain/wheat see under food and food

production
house prices 47–8
initial function of process in

department stores 47
market exchange see under markets
opportunity cost and market prices

56–7
price variations in markets 224
slaves see under slavery
stock prices 47–8
supply and demand see under supply

and demand
transaction costs as barrier to

price-making markets 294
wages and prices in Egypt 114

primitivist and/or substantivist
perspectives 7–8, 9–10, 25, 230,
232, 243, 310, 312

private-order enforcement networks see
under manufacturing

private transactions 35–6
Procopius 241, 242, 246
production possibility frontier (PPF)

55–8
professional associations/collegia 189–93

distinction between members and
non-members 190, 191

membership fees 190, 191, 193
reputation see reputation and fides
sanctions for violating agreements

192–3
similar in structure to private-order

enforcement networks 190, 193
regular and communal social and

religious activities 190–1, 193
property rights promoting economic

growth 49
publicans/publicani 203–8

bidding to supply public services 203

conduct and operations 205–8
introduction of legal redress against

extortionate behaviour 208
forming companies of greater

permanence 203–4
societas publicanorum compared with

early modern institutions 204–5
Purcell, Nicholas 142, 219, 225

connectivity 5, 231, 304–5
roads 229
transport costs 224

Raepsaet, G. 221
Rathbone, Dominic 121, 122, 123, 283
raw materials 133–52

clay 137–8, 141
energy see energy generation
gems and precious stones 137, 142
glass (sand, natron, raw glass) 140–1,

142
dominance of small minority of raw

glass sources 133, 141
location of raw materials and location

of industries 141–2
metals 133–5

metal use 3
gold and silver 133–4, 135, 142, 247
precious metals 133–5
trade in metals 135

minerals 136
alumen/styptic earth 136
cinnabar 136
Melian earth 136
natron 136, 140–1, 142
sulphur 136

raw material fundamental to economy
133

state interest in extraction of types of
metal and stone 133, 142

stone and building sand 138–9
marble and granite 138–9, 142, 247,

289
pozzolana 139

timber 139–40
corporate organisation of specialist

suppliers 133
dendrophoroi 140, 145

trade see under trade
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reciprocity 46
customary behaviour 46–7
supply and demand 53

redistribution 46
command behaviour 46–7
supply and demand 53

regulation, legal see under law
rent collection

elite demands for rent 9
power relations 8
tribute and rent collection driving

economic integration 8–9
rent-seeking 54

as productive/creative destruction
210–11, 212

rent-seeking elites 210, 211–12
access to economic resources

regulated by factional conflict
213

as wasteful and destructive 210
Republic (Plato) 75
reputation and fides 189, 190

mitigating transaction costs 193
sanctions for violating agreements

192–3
transmitting information about

reputations 191–2
revenue 8–9

see also taxation
Ricardo, David 55, 58
Rickman, Geoffrey 228–9
rivers see under transport
roads see under transport
Robinson, J. A. 49
Roman Bazaar, The (Bang) 300–1
Roman economic thought 25–39

agriculture see agriculture
commercial activities 29–30

and non-economic exchanges
35–6

economic legislation 26
economics as a means to an end 37–8
importance of Romans’ contribution

to economics 26
treatises 26

land ownership 36–7, 38
letters and literary texts as testimony of

economic life 34–6

growing gap between rich and poor
34

inflation 36
interest rates 34
patronage 35
private transactions 35–6
relationship between commercial

and non-economic exchanges
35–6

military origin of aspects of economic
organization 27

political regime change/development
of economic argument 38–9

rational imperial administration and
greater cultural uniformity 33–4

economic integration 34
intellectual roots of laissez-faire 34

Romans lacking a systematic view of
economics 25, 26

running of the economy as a service
31

scarcity as postulate only in modern
thought 25

slavery 30–3
see also slavery
valuation of economic activities 26

Roman Empire/state
benefits of Roman economy 13
economy as a market economy 48
economy reflecting power of imperial

state 9
emergence of empire-wide city-based

ruling class 3
emperor and state as landowner 260
failure of empire coinciding with

economic development 14
historical development 1, 197–8
intervention as a catalyst to

commercial enterprise 340
predation see predation
reducing transaction costs see under

transaction costs
revenue collecting see revenue
state interest in extraction/supply of

types of metal and stone 133
state interest in raw material 133–4,

142
state-owned land management 119–20
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Roman Empire/state (cont.)
state power weakened by pandemics

13
state presence in the economy 202
vastness demanding change in the

nature of power 28
see also post-Roman economies

Rome 244, 348
expansion of 202–3
food supply dependent on distribution

of grain/taxes 255
Rosenzweig, Mark 74
Rostovtzeff, M. I. 212
ruling class see elite/ruling class

Sabine women 197–9
Sachs, J. 82
Sallares, R. 72–3
Sallust 269
Satyricon (Petronius) 279–80
Scheidel, Walter 66–7

cities 270
freight charges in cost of goods 222
income levels and distribution of

wealth in Roman Empire 114–15
malaria 72–3, 324, 329
mortality in the capital 82
purchasing power of wages in Roman

Egypt 126
wage and price data from Roman

Egypt 66–7
Schumpeter, J. A. 210–11, 212
sea transport see shipping
senate

financial requirements to enter 37
little political weight 34
membership changing to senators

from the provinces 53, 210
recruitment patterns 322

Seneca
greed 39
loans and lending 279–80
letters

of a protreptic nature 34
private transactions/gifts and

commercial exchanges 35–6
slavery

attitude towards 35

encouraging the humane treatment
of slaves 33

Septimius Severus 127
oil handouts 289, 294, 297

Setälä, P. 80
sharecropping 116–17, 119–20, 259
shipping 225–7

advances in ships and sailing 227
coastal voyages/cabotage 225, 288,

355
containers and tableware as evidence

of scale/direction of
long-distance trade 3

early interregional trade 59
freight-rates 221, 222
hazards of maritime transport 222–3,

226
piracy 226, 287
shipwrecks see shipwrecks

maritime loans and financing 282
underwriting ships 234–5,

280–1
pozzolana 139
seasonality of sea travel 225
ship maintenance 252
speed of maritime journeys 222–3,

225–6
state’s needs, advantages of fulfilling

340
tax incentives to private shippers 289
wind power 148

shipwrecks
distribution of wrecks

as evidence of cargoes 288
as evidence of scale/direction of

long-distance trade 3, 309
fruit 164
metal trade 135
raw glass 141
as relevant data for assessing Roman

economic performance 2
wine 287–8

silver 133–5, 142, 200–1, 247
coin production 135, 266, 268
silver standards 273

slavery 89–108, 288
chattel slavery

and empire 106–7
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as extension/adaptation of Aegean
forms of slavery 95

extension of chattel slavery into
Eurasia during Roman period 1

development of Roman slavery 102–6
commencement of Roman slavery

102
contraction and ending of Roman

slavery 105–6
expansion of slavery 103–4
higher valuation of males slave 105
labor supply 98–9, 103, 104
sales of captured slaves 103
whether slave labor reduced 104–5

economy of Roman slavery 96–102,
106–8

capital invested in slaves/high prices
of slaves 95, 97–8, 99

care-intensive work and reward
incentives 99–102, 107

effort-intensive work 99–100
labor supply 98–9
means of obtaining benefits from

slave labor 99–102
preconditions for employment of

slave labor 96–7
requirement for slavery to be

profitable’/justify capital input
97–8

slavery spurring rationalization and
productivity growth 14

slaves as economic agents 31
slaves replacing free labor 31–2
unprofitability of slave labor 31–3
wealth creation 4
‘wages’ and reward incentives 97–8,

99–102, 107, 128
education and training

apprenticeships 76–7, 91, 125
female slaves in apprenticeship

79–80
paedagogium/training school for

young slaves 78–9, 80
profiting from educating slaves by

employing or selling them 78–9
slaves in managerial roles 74, 78
young slaves purchased to be trained

by their masters 75

employment of slaves in prominent
positions 31

energy, use of 143–4
exacerbating asset and income

inequality in society 4
exploitation of female human capital

79–80
family legal framework, slavery placed

within 32
farm tenancy as alternative to slave

labor 115, 117
forced transfer of slaves into Italy,

numbers of 201–2
free labor replaced by slave labor 31–2

slavery harming free farmers 32
freed slaves and manumission 107, 236

benefits and relationships after
manumission 100, 101–2

freed slaves becoming Roman
citizens 31

high slave prices and manumission
95

manumission as depreciation 97
manumission fees 101
manumission as integral element of

reward-incentive system 101–2
occupations 91, 100, 125, 252, 280
rates of manumission 93, 94–5, 100
social integration after manumission

100
women of child-bearing age

retained 93
functions of great responsibility

performed by slaves 31
as human capital see under human

capital and economic growth
humane treatment of slaves

encouraged 32, 33
inequality fostering 14
inevitability/normality of slavery 32–3
judgment of slavery by the Roman

world 32
land, slaves independently managing

31
legal power to perform duties, slaves

afforded 31
life expectancy of slaves shortest in

cities 82
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I nd e x

slavery (cont.)
living standards 259
managerial positions/positions of trust

for slaves 9, 74, 90–1, 100, 252
money-lenders 280, 281

newborns, enslaving 73
origins of Rome requiring massive

presence of slaves 31
power relations 8

slave imports counterbalancing
checks on natural growth 13

prices of slaves 73, 76, 94
high prices 95, 97, 99, 188
low prices 175, 188
rising nominal prices 106
stability of prices 105

and Roman economic thought 30–3
Roman empire, slavery in 90–6

class bias permeating sources of
evidence 90

comparison of Roman slavery with
ancient Greek slavery 95

comparison of Roman slavery with
New World slave systems
95–6

estimates of slave numbers 89, 91–5,
201–2

evidence about slavery 90
natural reproduction 93–5
rural slavery, numbers in 92
slave ownership common feature of

society 90
sources of slaves 93–5
urban slavery, scale of 92
wide range of activities of slaves

90–1
Rome as a slave society/slave

economy 48, 89
slave mode of production 89
slavery, empire and nature of Roman

economy 106–8
slaves having sub-slaves 91, 100, 101
status 33, 35
table-servants 79
taken for granted and legitimated 30
technological stagnation and slavery

30
women as slaves see under women

Smith, Adam 33, 58, 198, 302
societates 281, 283

societas publicanorum compared with
early modern institutions
204–5

solar radiation 143
Spruytte, J. 221
Spurr, M. S. 159
state see Roman Empire/state
statistics 2
Steensgaard, N. 204
Stiglitz, Joseph 302
Stoic philosophy 10–11, 33
stone and building sand 138–9

transport of stone see under transport
stone inscriptions 2
Strabo 136

textiles and clothing 250, 260
transport 218–19, 226, 227, 228–9,

231, 235–6
value of trade revenue 290–1

substantivist perspectives see primitivist
and/or substantivist perspectives

Suetonius 268
Sulla 272
Sulpicii 281–2, 292
sungraphae/chirographa, payments by

277–8
supply and demand 50–4, 304–5

costs and risks 305–8
different people behind supply and

demand 50–1
large supplies and demands having

more effect on eventual price 54
microeconomic analysis separating

supply and demand 50
prices as incentives to buy and sell 50
quantity demanded increasing when

prices fall 51
price elasticity 51, 54

quantity supplied/demanded as
function of relevant price 50

quantity supplied increasing when
prices rise 51

supply and demand framework
describing decision-making 53
effectiveness of administrative

decisions 53–4
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understanding changes in prices or
quantities 52–3

supply and demand for labor 62–3

Tacitus 34, 38
taxation

archives relating to direct and indirect
taxation 27

of commercial activities 29
dispensing with collecting land-taxes

from Roman citizens in Italy 201
elite investment, taxation as 204
estimating GDP to show light tax

burden 53
extension to taxation into Eurasia

during Roman period 1
gladiators, taxation on sales of 81–2
indirect taxes and customs duties see

customs duties and transit tolls
income-tax return 37
land ownership and taxation 36–7, 232

land surveying for purposes of
taxation 30–1, 36–7, 208

local landowners collecting tax 119
persons, direct taxes on 232
reckoned in denarii 274
as redistribution 46
republic and empire taxation,

differences between 38
taxes-and-trade model of the Roman

economy 60, 223–4
tax-farming 203–4, 207–8, 300

provincial councillors profiting from
tax collection 210

tax-grain 292
transfer of food surpluses by 255
as tribute 201
unified currency facilitating collection

of taxes 275
voluntary contributions 38

Tchernia, A. 159
technology, technical devices and

containers
innovations in agriculture see under

food and food production
human capital investment insufficient

for technological innovation
84–5

population pressure as incentive for
technological progress 11

pre-industrial technology constraints
as obstacles to market integration
212–13

as relevant data for assessing Roman
economic performance 2, 3

technological change and economic
growth 67–9

technological progress, measuring 3
technological stagnation and slavery

30
time taken to accept technological

advances 220
Temin, P. 59, 60, 84–5, 283
textile production see under

manufacturing
textual accounts see literary accounts
Theodosian Code 220–1
Theophrastus 157, 164
Thurmond, D. 170, 171
Tiberius 208
timber see under raw materials; transport
tolls see customs duties and transit tolls
trade

bazaars, empires and Roman trade
296–7

ceramics 287, 288, 290, 292
driven by comparative advantage 8
dynamics of Roman trade 311–12
economic integration producing

34
extending markets and division of

labor 58, 302
firewood 149, 152
food see under food and food

production
forum on trade 287–91, 292–5,

296–303, 304–8, 309–14
glass 288
globalization, Roman 313
grain trade see under food and food

production
growth in trade increasing income

61
harbour infrastructure 288
high-profile trade as indication of

rising living standards 4
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I nd e x

trade (cont.)
institutions promoting trade 59
long distance trade 287–91, 309

development of long distance trade
287

food provisioning 288–9
high levels 290–1
nature of activity 310

raw materials 133
clay 137–8, 141
marble 139, 289
pozzolana 139
precious metals/metals 135,

141–2
Roman conquest creating favourable

conditions for production and
trade 8

scale/direction of long-distance trade
inferred from ceramic finds and
shipwrecks 3

shipping see shipping
significance of trade 312
stone artefacts 287
taxes-and-trade model of the Roman

economy 60, 223–4
textiles 292
transaction costs see transaction costs
transport see transport
wine 163, 287–8, 292–3
see also shipping

traders and transporters see under
transport

Trajan 33–4
letters exchanged with Pliny the

Younger 34, 192–3, 221–2, 224,
231–2

ports 231–2
transaction costs 54, 176–7

affected by institutions as well as
transport costs 59

as barrier to price-making markets
294

expensive goods 59
high transaction costs

preventing trade in cheaper goods
59

response to 177
information 305–6

manufacturing see under
manufacturing

and private-order enforcement in the
Roman world see under
manufacturing

reduced
by peace 13
by Roman empire 8, 9

turnover rates for free labor 98
slavery lowering 102

transport costs see under transport
transit tolls see customs duties and transit

tolls
transport 218–37

by amphorae 136, 138
efficiency improved 213
patterns of distribution as proxy for

circulation of agricultural
products 337–8

replaced by barrels 288
size of ships 234

by animals
donkeys and mules 230
efficiency and development of road

system 221, 223
horses 230
ineffectiveness of animal harnessing

220–1, 223
large numbers of animals and

available laborers 224–5
oxen and camels 220–1, 230, 237
pack animals 219–20, 230–1
Theodosian Code limiting weight

for wagons of Cursus Publicus
220–1

canals 221–2, 231–2, 288
rates of transport 222

of clay 138
conditioning factors 218–20

Mediterranean sea 218–19
Mediterranean as a region 219–20

costs of 54, 60, 233, 288, 305, 306,
311

freight-rates by sea and land 221,
222

high 310, 311, 313
metals 141–2
orthodoxies 220, 221–2
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transaction costs affected by 59
wind power 148

customs duties and transit tolls see
customs duties and transit tolls

of fruit 164
of grain 225, 227, 231, 235
infrastructure 168, 288
and integration 299
labor requirement 224–5, 252

wages for transport workers 254
of livestock 163
of marble and stone 139, 142
maritime see shipping
orthodoxies 220–4

costs and difficulty 220, 221–2, 233
methods of transport 220–1, 222–3
responding to orthodoxies 224–5
time and capacity 220, 222–3

ports 228–9, 231–2
of precious metals 141–2
rivers 222, 223, 227–9, 288

importance of 228
navigation problems 227

roads 223, 229–31, 288, 290
allowing exploiting of provincial

resources 229
animals’ efficiency and development

of road systems 221, 223
Cursus Publicus 220–1, 231
speed of travel 230

ships see shipping
and taxes-and-trade model of the

Roman economy 223–4
of timber 140, 145, 227
towards an integrated transport system

231–2
traders and transporters 233–7

distinct status differences among
traders 233–4

involvement of the elite 234–5
need for capital investment 234–5

Trees and Timber (Meiggs) 140
tribute

paid in coins 266
power relations 8
taxation 201
tributary integration mobilizing

resources 13

tribute and rent collection driving
economic integration 8–9

wheat as tribute 58

unitary elasticity 51
United States 25–6

armed services enhancing skills of the
population 79

householding 48
slavery 95–6, 99, 100, 107–8

urbanism and urbanization 241–63
cities

children’s education in the cities 75
consumer and producer cities

242–3
decline of the city 262–3
and human capital see under human

capital and economic growth
ruralization of landowning elites

263
as symbols of prosperity and

civilized culture 241–2
towns and cities losing economic

functions 263
and diseases/epidemics see under

diseases and epidemics
division of labor 253–5

food-producing and
non-food-producing labor 253–5

and human capital formation,
encouraging 15

east and west in later Roman empire
262–3

emergence of empire-wide city-based
ruling class 3

growth of urbanism changing the
Roman economy 114–15

meaning of ‘urban’ 245–7
city-dwelling agricultural workers

246–7
non-agricultural labor in the

countryside 247
predominance of non-agricultural

sectors 247
villages and towns 245–6

size of cities and scale of urbanization
243–5, 311–12

decline in urbanization 244–5
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I nd e x

urbanism and urbanization (cont.)
increase in number and size of cities

243–4
population increase 243
Rome 244

urban economy 247–53
building and construction industry

251–2
domestic service 252
metal-working 251
slaves and free/freed workers 252
sparse evidence on urban economy

of small towns 248
textile industry 248–51
transport industry 252

urban production and consumption
255–7

increase in services and
consumption of luxury goods
256–7

urban prosperity and rural property
257–62, 294

agricultural workers/peasants
economy as two-way flow of
resources 260–1

economy supporting urban
population 261–2

emperor and state as landowner 260
flow of spending power from land

to urban sectors one way 259–60
landowners residing and spending

income in towns and cities
258–9, 270

landowning elite 257–60, 312
volume of production controlled by

upper layer of landowners 257–8
urbanization

as broad indicator of economic
development 80

decline in 244–5
encouraged by expansion of

primary production 8
encouraging division of labor 15
expansion of slavery 104
extension of urbanization into

Eurasia during Roman period 1
higher levels of urbanization, Rome

benefiting from 71–2

higher mortality as a result of more
intense urbanization 72

monetization, as stimulus to
269–70

rate of urbanization 202
scale of urbanization 243–5, 304
tax and rent demands encouraging

urbanization 9
urban monumentalization as

indication of rising living
standards 4

ways of interpreting urbanization 3
usury and money-lending 28, 280

slaves and freedmen as money-lenders
280, 281

supplementing agricultural income 30

Valerian 118
Varro

agriculture 29, 72, 157
food production 254–5, 260
fruit 164
storage of grain for sale 292
treatises 29, 72, 293

villa economies 270
Vegetius 79
Venuleius 180
Verboven, Koenraad 189, 279
Vespasian 251, 279
Veyne, Paul 28
villas 293

construction accompanied by increase
in smaller farmsteads 115

expansion of villa system 105
expansion of villa economies as

stimulus to monetization 270–1
expansion of slavery and spread of

villa estates 104
increase/decrease in elaborate villa

estates as economic performance
evidence 3

roots of Roman villa 104
vertically integrated villas declining

293–4
villae rusticae see under agriculture

violence
and market see under markets
predation see predation
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protecting real incomes by curtailing
demographic growth 14

violent redistribution of assets to
commoners 13, 14

Violence and Social Orders
(North/Wallis/Weingast) 200

Virgil 38
Vitruvius 75

wages
apprentices 76–7
approximating real wages 62–3
contract labor see contract labor
military wages 126–8
purchasing power 125–6
real incomes depressed by

demographic expansion 14
real wages and consequences of

economic change 4
real wages and marginal product of

labor equal in ancient times 62–3
real wages, decrease in 126
real wages, increase in 62

as index of increase in total income
62

rising in wake of epidemics 11, 62,
65–6, 98, 125–6, 127, 326–7

relation between wages and
birth/death rates 63–7

slave ‘wages’ and reward incentives
97–8, 99–102, 107, 128

for transport workers 254
wage labor see under contract labor

Wallis, J. J. 200, 210, 211–12, 213–14
water power see under energy generation
Watson, Alan 180
wax tablets 2
Wealth of Nations (Smith) 302
Weber, Max 204, 242
Weingast, B. R., 200, 210, 211–12,

213–14
welfare of workers see under contract

labor
Westermann, Linn 220, 230
wheat/grain see under food and foodstuffs
Wickham, Chris 9

Wikander, Ö. 143
Wilson, Andrew 309, 311
wind power 148–9
women

De Re Rustica treatises assigning a
significant role to women 29

education and training 79–80
absence of freeborn women in

apprenticeship 79
female slaves in apprenticeship

79–80
some women learning numbers and

letters 79, 80
funerary dedications, women in 80
high fertility rates and restricted

female labor participation 10
labor 79–80, 187

apprenticeships 79–80
underrepresentation of women in

jobs requiring education 80
old women suited to light tasks 73
patriarchal nature of Roman society

29
population pressure and fertility

control 11
as slaves 79–80, 93–5

harvesting 254–5
less highly valued than male slaves

105
women of child-bearing age not

freed 93
status 33

wooden furniture manufacture see under
manufacturing

work/workers see contract labor; labor;
manufacturing

world-systems theory 5
Wrigley, E. A. 142

Xenophon 26, 175, 247–8

Yeo, Cedric 220
calculations of land transport costs

221

Zeno 124
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